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ARENA-E ACTIVE PROTECTION SYSTEM

The Arena-E
active protection
system is inten-
ded to protect
tanks and infan-
try combat vehi-
cles from anti-
tank grenades,
fired from any
type of grenade
launchers, and
antitank guided
missiles laun-
ched from
ground-based
and heliborne
launchers to de-
feat an armor
piece by a direct
hit or near miss while attacking it on flat and inclined
trajectories, irrespective of missile guidance systems
and warheads.
The main features of the system are:
- target detection and tracking by a multifunctional
radar with instantaneous scan of the entire sector
under protection;
- aimed defeat of targets by protective munitions
boasting a focused and instantaneous effect;
- automatic operation (once the system has been
switched on, it relieves the crew members from any
additional workload, thereby enabling them to focus on
the execution of the main combat mission);
- round-the-clock operation of the system in any
weather to detect and engage targets in any conditions
of armor piece employment, including movement and
turret rotation;
- 220 to 270° sector of protection in azimuth, which
changes its direction with turret rotation. It protects
front and side plates of the armor piece and overlaps
possible angles of firing at armor pieces during their
attack against deep defenses of the enemy;
- small dangerous zone (20 to 30 m radius) for accom-
panying infantry and no effect on the armor piece exte-
rior equipment and system components during the
functioning of protective munitions;
- high level of jamming immunity and safety excluding
any accidental functioning of the system during combat
employment and operation;
- selection of slow-moving objects, bullets, splinters,
bursts of shells, including small caliber projectiles, as
well as receding and missing targets;
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T-80U tank equipped with Arena-E system
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- detachable equipment and modular design of the sys-
tem allowing its adaptation to virtually all types of tanks
and infantry combat vehicles.
The system is switched on from the commander’s con-
trol panel after which it operates automatically.
In the combat mode of operation, the radar scans and
detects targets during their approach to the tank. After
analyzing received data, the radar starts to operate in
the target tracking mode, thereby obtaining data on
the moving target and entering the data in the com-
puter. After processing this data, the computer selects
the number of protective munition and determines the
time for its use. At the estimated time, the computer
sends a fire command to the selected protective muni-
tion. When the munition operates, it generates a
directed field of submunitions that hit and destroy the
target.
In emergency, the commander (operator) can manual-
ly fire and explode protective munitions from the con-
trol panel.
Each munition protects a definite sector in azimuth,
with the destruction zones of adjacent protective muni-
tions overlapping each other, which ensures repeated
interception of targets approaching the armor piece
from one direction. The total number of repulsions cor-
responds to the number of protective munitions mount-
ed on the armor piece (22 to 28). If necessary, protec-
tive munitions can be reloaded by the crew.

_S-3& \,()[*1(*J12&(*M �b «�J-(&-d»
Functional diagram of Arena-E active protection system
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1 - radar
2 - computer
3 - control panel
4 - junction box
5 - converter unit

6 - protective munition
7 - left side silo sections
8 - right side silo sections
as well as checkout equip-
ment and training aids
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The fitting of
tanks and infan-
try combat vehi-
cles with the
Arena-E active
protection sys-
tem ensures an
almost towfold
increase in their
survivability on
the battlefield
during offensive
operations.
The Arena-E system defeats targets that pose the high-
est threat to armor pieces and whose engagement
does not depend on the crew’s skill: antitank guided
missiles attacking armor pieces at long ranges and
grenades of hand-held grenade launchers used, as a
rule, covertly from any direction and at short ranges.
The effectiveness of armor pieces equipped with the
Arena-E system sharply increases during their employ-
ment in peacekeeping operations and local conflicts
when an adversary is armed only with light antitank
weapons.
The active protection system of tanks and infantry com-
bat vehicles enhances the crew’s psychological self-
confidence.
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Zone of armor piece protection by Arena-E system
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R = 20 - 30 3
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Basic Characteristics

Mode of operation automatic, round-the-clock, all-weather
Target detection and tracking via radar
Way of target engagement directed spray of submunitions
Speed of targets to be engaged, m/s 70 - 700
Sector of tank protection in azimuth, deg at least ±110
Range of approaching target detection, m 50
Reaction time, s 0.07
Time of readiness to repulse next attack, s 0.2 - 0.4
Consumed power, kW 1, max
System weight, kg 1,000 - 1,100
Volume of equipment housed in turret, dm3 30, max
Number of protective munitions at least 22

PQI-3 ' )13R%-)'13 «�J-(&-d»
BMP-3 ICV equipped with Arena-E system


